KAO DESIGN GROUP
Mosquito Island Resort Master Plan, British Virgin Islands
Design Team: Kenneth Kao, Richard Curtiss, Meera Deean, Dennis Grudkowski, Seth Holmes, I-Ching Katie Lee, Doug Ludgin, Thomas Karhuber, Amy Latva-Kokko, Thea Massouh, Henrietta Mei, Michael Sinesi; Tufts Interns: Marianna Bender, Rachel Berkowitz, Emily Chen, Alexandra Forin, Matthew Jull, Erik Peterson, Brian Yen; Northeastern Interns: Max Garvin, David Parker
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Academic expertise and prestige make Boston a main node of global architectural production. Harvard-connected Kao Design Group of Somerville specializes in sustainable design, based upon analyses of place and technology. The firm's high-end global tourism work in the Caribbean helps subsidize a pro bono slum bathhouse/community center in Nairobi, Kenya.

—Daniel Abramson, Professor of Architectural History and Theory, Tufts University
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